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Dr. Ben C. Coleman
Ben C. Coleman of the Department of Foreign Languages
at Northeastern Illinois ,University recently received the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy from
the Department of Romance
Langu ages and Literatures at the
University of Chicago.
His do ctoral disseration,

Afronegrismos en textos literarios puertorriquenos: estudio
linguistico-cultural, treats the

Music's "Sights and Sounds"
Northeastern Illinois University Music Department is pleased to
announce its annual spring band concert. This year's program is
entitled "The Sights and Sounds of Music" and represents the
culmination of this year's band program. The concert will start at
8:00 p.m. in the Northeastern Auditorium on Wednesday, April 5th.
Of special interest will be the presentation of "Designs, Images,
and Textures" by Leslie Bassett. This is a contemporary work in five
movements. Each movement suggests an art form, either Oil
Painting, Water Color, Pen and Ink Drawing, Mobile or Bronze
Sculpt ure. Adding to t he prese ntation will be the Art Department's
visual interpretation of the composition.
Other selections on the program include:
Don Gillis
Debussy
Kabalevsky
arr. Hunsberger
· Three Dance Episodes - First Movement
Khachaturian
Finale from Symphony No. 5
Shostakovich
The program will close with our own special interpretation of
John Krance's "Broadway Curtain Time." This is an arrangement of
some of the most popular show tunes ever, including "Hello,
Dolly!", "Put On A Happy Face," "If He Walked Into My Life,"
"Mame," and "Hey, Look Me Over!", Vocal soloist will be Miss
Alice Weidmann, a junior at Northeastern.
Tulsa - A symphonic portrait in oil
Fetes from "Three Nocturnes"
Overture to "Colas Breugnon"

use of African dialectal elements
in certain Puerto Rican literary
works. Although the work focuses upon specific linguistic aspects of the problem, the study
invariably touches upon the
question of dialects in the Hispanic world as a whole as well as
upon literary manifestations of
intercultural relations. The principle goal of Dr. Coleman's work
is to bring to light positive contributions of his African ancestors in the life and cultures of
t he Carib bean region.

-----------

, · - C~A-; :nr:u~c: i~ : cond handcraft sales and demonstration . ·
11 Students, faculty and staff who wish to enter the fair pleas~ fill out the
attached form in order for tables and space to be provided . There
will be one table per person. Weather-permitting - the fair will be
held outside the Little Theatre April 5th - 10 am to 4 pm .
Unlimited entrees. All proceeds are yours. There will be publicity
throughout the area. All kinds of handcraft and art projects
(paintings, sculpture etc.) are welcomed. Return form to the
COMMUTER CENTER ACTIVITIES BOARD mailbox (above the
cafeteria in Student Services). Direct any questions to the .students
on this CCAB via note in the mail.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WHAT WILL YOU S E L L ? - - - - - - - - - - QUANTITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--~--------------·
'A Man's A Man' Bas Been Solt•Sold Up to No_w

by Marnie Fournier
"British grab Ulster; riots break out!" That was the headline in
Chicago Today on March 24.
"A Man's A Man" was performed for the second time in the UNI
auditorium at 8 p.m. March 24. Parallels pluralized.
Everybody knows there's a "woman's man" and a "man's man"
but "A Man's A Man" is quite realistic. It's as real as today 's
headlines.
Maybe that's because the playwright, Bertolt Brecht, was fifty
years ahead of the times in technical progress, i.e., use of slides, in
social problems, i.e., use of brainwashing.
John (Sean) Mann, an Irishman from Belfast who is studying at
UNI and appeared here in "Under Milkwood," played the protagonist. Mann's Irish ancestory blended well into the play's background. The lead metamorphisized from the sweet, tender-hearted,
dock porter of Galy Gay to the dehumanized fighting machine of
Jeraiah Jip.
The British soldiers took the Irish Galy Gay (Sean Mann) and he
becomes the embodiment of the cruelty the English use on him .
The Orientals took Jeraiah J ip (Chris Banakis), fed him food
fitting the gods to make him into a god.
"A Man's A Man" is set in India with a background of Kipling's
Barrack Room ballads. The ballads range from Kipling to "Johnny
Comes Marching Home." Then comes lyrics about being an onlooker
in the age of Col. John Glenn su ng by Widow Begbick (Susan Klein).
With Susan Klein hand ling the contemporary Col. John Glenn lyrics
as well as some of the props, the audience awaited a woman's
liberationist recitative.
Linda Wolff was in charge of props which was a trying task '
because all her committee could find was live ammunition. The
rifles, combat revolvers and grenades were found at an army surplus
store. The grenades were three for $5.00 each and were so heavy
they really didn't suit the purpose.
The National Guard donated a picture of a 30-caliber, watercooled World War I machine gun.
The spitoon was a candy pottery dish.
Galy Gay left in the morning to get a fish. By the day's end,
Jeraiah J ip returned with an elephant whose head was built and
sprayed by a creative prop committee.
In "A Man 's A Man" Galy Gay is strictly soft sell, but comes on
stronger and stronger as the play progress.
The audience should do the same tonight and April 1.
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TO THE UNI COMMUNITY:
Last Thursday and Friday Black Heritage and
Black Caucus presented a special film ing of " The
Murder of Fred Hampton " at 4 :00 p.m. in the
Aud.
Being one of t hose in attendance of the Friday
showing, I would like to express my d isappoin tment on t wo issues.
First, I would like to openly ask my wh ite
brothers and sisters why t hey didn't bother to
show up. As usual , attendance by t he wh ite
majority on t his campus relating to even ts sponsored by non-wh ites was down to 1-2% of t he total.
Secondly, I'd like to question the general lack
of at tendance. It seems to me that the facts
presented in the movie are of PRIME importance
to ALL of us at. this time, since t he murder of
Chairman Fred is li nked directly to the man who is
running for re-election as States Attorney namely Ed Hanrahan.
To debate the guilt or innocence of Hanrahan is
not within the scope of this letter, but, as the
movie pointed out, the human istic and credibility
of this man leaves much to be desired.
Hanrahan said that he took the steps that were
necessary in dealing with Chairman Fred and I
wonder how many other "steps" he's going to take
with the vanguard leaders and workers of this
state.
It's a horrifying thought, especially in view. of
the voting results of the March 21st primaries.
Ed Hanrahan must NOT be elected into office!
This CAN be prevented but only through the
non-support of the people. If the student vote can
win Dan Walker the Democratic ballot, we can
keep Eddie Hanrahan out of office.
Register, USE your vote in November. Prevent
more murders from occuring under a Hanrahan
police state.
Power to the People!
Cathy Jones

oru

From The
Senate • • •
I believe the main purpose of
any St udent Government at an y
school should be not o nl y to
serve the students but to hear
their ideas, suggestions, propositions and incorporate them in
the school functions if possible.
Not every suggestion or idea will
be accepted or maybe not even
considered for action, as this is
not always possible but those of
us in the Student Senate want to
make it known that we are
concerned about the students'
feelings at Northeastern.
So far we are getting excellent support from the administration as they have opened
their doors to our members and
give us complete cooperation.
For those, of you who know
nothing about your Student
Governments functions we hold
outs every Thursday during the
activity hour in A-131; I would
like to extend an invitation for
anyone to come and sit in a
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meeting and see for yourself
what we are doing. We would
li ke to get more students involved as we are representing all the
students here at Northeastern.
On October 30, 1970 in France, 144 young
G ive us a chance t o work with people were killed by a fire which was started by a
your ideas or that of your or- rock band's faulty electric instrument. The young
ganization.
people panicked and cou ld not get o ut; the doors
were
padlocked from the outside. Only a few
Al Lamirand
escaped.
The doors were locked to keep nonVice-president,
payers from crashing the party. A few young men
Student Senate
tried to get help from passing cars,but none would
stop; they thought it was a joke. Today one group
of people attack another group of people not just
idealistically, but by hair, clothes and occupation.
This problem has gone so far as to create fights
and stoppage of all communication.
A great big THANK YOU
Some may say, "Instances of this type are
from our office. You not only inherent in a capitalist society in which the rights
put on a funny, nostalgic perfor- of profits is protected above the right of life . We
mance, but you brought the must change this and the only way is through
plight of the Student Emergency armed revolution," I think we must look to
Loan Fund to the eye of the history and attempts to change society though
College Community.
armed revolution before we adopt this premise.
The greatest part of being
Throughout history, we find armed revolution
involved at Northeastern are the that were going to bring freedom and equality and
people you meet.
justice and give the basic needs to the people, but
their promises have never become reality . It seems
Jane Beese
to me we must change the culture and the
Financial Aid Advisor

Cultural Revolution

To ''Golden

Radio"

POLICY

The PRINT welcomes questions and comments from
faculty and stude nts. Letters to the Editor should be
addressed to FORUM. Rebuttals should be dated no later
than two weeks after the original article. Due to limited
space, the PRINT reserves the right to condense, NOT
CENSOR, letters. Authors should limit their letters to 300
words. Guest Editorials should be under 500 words and
delivered to the Editor. ALL copy sent to the PRINT must
by TYPED and signed by the author. Names withheld by
request. Unsigned articles will not get published fo r reasons
of liability. FREE CLASSI FI EDS are a service for the
students of Northeastern and are not to be used for free
advertisement by business. Deadline for a Friday issue is the
preceeding Friday. NO ARTICLES WILL BE ACCEPTED
AFTER 12:00 noon MONDAY MORNING.

attitudes of the population before a successfu l
revolution is possible. Success means that the
hopes and aims of the revolution are reached and
not just the overthrow by one group of people
that is really no different from the one it
overthrows.
Alternative life styles have been tried in American during the early part of the 20th century in
New York's Greenwich Village. Communal
housing was established and equality of women
was expressed by both men and women. But the
attitudes of the surrounding area was against them .
They were called Bohemians, and this attempt to
form a new society died as America entered World
War I.
We can all see that if we honestly want a new
system we must struggle with searching for a
complementary culture and if we come up with
such an idea we can not wait for the revolutio n.
We must try to incorporate within us new practices that we th ink will work better than what ou r
present society is hammering out at us.
By Arlene Straus and Nancy Streske.

PRI NT is a publication put out weekly by the studen ts of Northeastern Illinois University.
Editors and Colum nists are listed weekly , behind-the-scenes people are given mention every few
weeks (just to let them know we don't fo rge t about them!). Anyone wishing to work for the
PRINT, or wanting to contact us with information should visit our office in E-214 (above the
North Dining Hall) or call us at ext. 270 or 577. One last word, the views expressed on this
recycleable paper do not necessari ly reflect those of the administration.
EDITORS ...... . ............... ,.. _. ...... . ........... Brian Kilmnick, Cathy Jones
MANAGING EDITORS ................ .. .. . ............. Cathy Jones, Barb Ulman
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR. . ..... ..... . ..... . . . ....... . .............. Alan Axelrod
BUSINESS MANAGER ...... . ...... ...... .... . .. .... .... ... . .. .. .. Fran Camberis
SECRETARY/MAILI NG ... . ....... ... ... . ............. . . .. Jim Palmer, Barb Ulman
ADVISOR . .... .. . .. . .. . .... . .... .. .. . ........ . ..... . .... ... ...... Ely Liebow
STAFF : Mary Pat Britton, Jack Challem, T. M. Coogan, Fran k Coppola, Jim Feezo;, Jane
Green, Len lntrater, Arlene Sue Straus, Andrea Zlabis
COLUMNI STS: Eugene Barnes & Debbie Washington-hu jambo rafiki, Hector Rosario &
l\;1 iguel Rios-masucamba, Dana Mentgren-music, Art Lange-reactions, anji me elwain-artist
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Action In Indiana
On April 7th and 8th, there will be an action directed against the
Crane Naval Depot in Crane, Indiana, about 20 miles south of
Bloomington.
Crane is where FORTY PERCENT (40%) of the bombs for
Nixon's electronic continuation of the Indochina War are produced.
It is also the only military (pyrotechnic) laboratory in the country.
In one eight-hour period, Crane can produce over 3,000 250 lb .
bombs, or over 1,100 500 lb. bombs.
This proposal grew out of a veterans workshop at an Indiana
antiwar meeting called by the people who had worked on the
People 's Peace Treaty. Ind iana University 's Viet Nam Veterans
Against the War is supporting the action .
A 15-mile march to Crane will begin at Dunn Meadow on the
Indiana University Campus at Bloomington at 10 a.m. , April 7th.
Marchers will camp that night and continue for the following 7 miles
in the morning. They expect to arrive in Crane at around 1 p.m.
They also plan to conduct some type of winter soldier testimony on
the war, racism and sexism.
For more information contact:
Rich Bedard
c/o Student Government
Indiana State University
Terre, Haute, Indiana 47809
or call 232-6311 ext 2804 or 235-7151, both in Terre Haute.
There will be vehicles to carry gear and people back from Crane.
There will also be accomodations availab le at the University for
those arriving on the 6th. If you call yourself an 'American', these
bombs are murdering women, children and men by the thousands in
YOUR name.

There are three experimental University-wide
programs sponsored and administrated by the
Center for Program Development. We have already
talked about Pl E and the options it has to offer
stude~ts. Now we are g?ing to talk ab~ut ~he
experimental degree granting program: Un1vers1ty
Without Walls (UWW) .
.
A student accep ted by UWW 1s accepted to the
University a_utomatically, spe~ifically fo r UW~.
Acceptance m UWW does not imply a~ceptance in
any other Northeastern program ~nor vice versa. .
. At prese~t, s~uden~s are adn:,1tted at the beginn mg of Urnve rsrty t rimesters m September, January, and July . St uden ts' programs need not
conform to ti me limitations, except t hat a twot rimester mini mui:n partic_i pation is normal. Most
UWW stu dents will rema in enrolled for all t hree
trimesters.
T he degree awarded will norma ll y be the
Northeastern Illinois Un iversity, B.A. It wi ll be
granted "at large" rather t han t hru a specific
department, but areas of emp hasis can be speci fied. Students need not fulfill depart mental requirements. No regu lar coursework is required for
the degree unless the student and advisors find a
specific course or courses t he best way of proceeding.
Even t hough UWW students need never take a
cou rse, they may register for all but 400-level
courses without special permission. Courses requi ring prerequisites may be met by equivalents at the
instructor 's discretion.
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Child Care Cen'lers
Northeastern Illinois University and the North
Park Covenant Church communities have seen
good results after the first two weeks of their
joint-effort with the day care center. Needs of
student-parents and working mothers are being
met with the facility and the children are being
cared for in a creative, social and educational
atmosphere . Parents are able to attend classes or
work knowing that their child is in competent
hands.
After one year of struggling, probing and
searching for a way to meet some needs of our
student-parents, Sue Johnston, Peri Georgiou,
Carol Burke-Fonte and other concerned people of
UNI investigated the possibility of a joint-community effort with the North Park Covenant
Church. It has proved very fruitful.
Parents began enrolling their children on March
13, 1972. Though we are mid-year into the
semester and children were being cared for by
others, the attendance at the day care center has
been worthwhile. At .50¢ per hour parents are able
to leave their children at the center from 8 a. m. to
5 p.m. or for fewer hours during the day.
Patti Entzminger and Arlene Praire, the teachers, said several volunteers have applied to help
out. Hopefully, more parents & students will visit
the center to observe and participate in the
learning experience.
Because this is an experiment the day care
center will operate through June. Eventually we
will know if funds are available for re-opening in
September and if it is feasible to continue the
program.

New Rags For Old Minds
by Deatra Kinney and Dennis Majewski

PRINT

There are no part-time UWW students, but a
full-time program can be simultaneous with a work
commitment.
Each UWW student works closely with an
academic faculty advisor from Northeastern, and
an adjunct faculty advisor from outside the University, with expertise in the student's area of
emphasis. The student, his advisors, and the
support of the UWW Office comprise the basic
team which is the backborn of the student's
educational program.
Students are urged to nominate adjunct faculty
members and to designate their own experiential
learn ing situ ations. The UWW Office will , however,
attempt to help students make arrangements to fit
t he ir programs.
Students are encou raged to keep some so rt of
log or journal ind 1cating t heir activi t ies and program, bu t alternatives are the optio n of the
students.
In t his article we have presented so me of the
more matter of fact informatio n about the program. But as you can pro bably see, UWW is an
unconventional program for the unconventional
student; and there are many different kinds of
students in UWW. For example, there is a 70 year
old dentist scheduled for graduation who is interested in body chemistry and t he effect on the
teeth; there are two men working in communicat ions; there is a student working on a project
concerning alternative edu cat ion . . . And in fu ture
articl es we will have actual UWW stude nts as o ur
guest writers.

In the meantime, if your child is 3 yrs.-5 yrs. of
age and you are a student or member of the
community requ iring day care please contact the
teachers at the center. The phone is 588-7003;
the address if 5250 N. Christiana Ave. - 5 minutes
from campus. Limited space is available .
There is an early-bird sign up list for the
possible September re-opening. Call the Center if
you are interested.
Carol Burke-Fonte
UNI Co-ordinator for
Day Care Center

Jewish
Scholarships!
Interviews will be held for college seniors
and graduate students interested in exploring a
unique combination of graduate social welfare
education and learning opportunities leading to
a professional position and career at the executive level in the field of Jewish communal
service.
For further information and application for
on-campus interviews at the Jewish Vocation
Service, One South Franklin Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60606, contact Mr. Gerald Silverstein;
Fl 6-6700.

International Studies

Front ro w (L to R) : Ahmad Saify (Iran) , Sedalia Valdes
(Panama) . Back row (L to R): Joan Hakkio , Counselor for
fo reign student and John Mann (Irela nd ).
The counselor for foreign students and three international
students from Northeaste rn were discussing the problem of international students studying in the United States. At the American
Personnel and Guidance Association convention Bedalia Valdes
(Panama) , Ahmad Saify (Iran) and John Mann (Ireland) were on the
" Dialogue with Foreign St udents " panel on March 28 in Chicago .
These t hree are representative of the 70 in ternational stu dents
studying at Northeastern . Ms. Joan Hakkio, counselor for foreign
students, was also on a panel discussing how to better prepare
foreign students personally, socially and academically for college
life.

ATTENTION FRIENDS & NEIGHBORS

NOTICE!

Remember when we told you Mason Frofit was coming on
April 10? Guess what?!! They're NOT!!! But.
coming June 8, so fear not. They will be here.

. They are
CCAB

The only things inflationary about it are the tires.

Next Week Is
The Lad l~ue Of PRINT
This Trimester!

SH AFE R
FLORISTS

20lh Centuy Fox presenis

Bryn Mawr

Renee Taylor·Joseph Bologna

at

in a Wylde Films production

Kimball

Made For Each Other
Directed by Robert B. Bean. Written by Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna
Color by Deluxe•
r-"'l!~:..n:.-::=.:=.I
A WALTER READE THEATRE

NOW PLAYING
58

a . OAK

STIIIIEaT • 337-1117

Phone 478-6276

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
g~e;:~ • BR S-3500

10% Discount to all

NIU Students and Faculty
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Above: Basement (-1 )

These Are The
Final Schematics
For The
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Above: 1st Floor (0)

Building, Which Will
Cost Approximately
$2-1/2 Million
Below 3rd Floor (+2)
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the scarey voice withheld
251
273

rocks
i am a poet and not a painter because
the bowling game stands in the far corner
of the basement
lights
taking pictures for
posterior
see you at 5 o'clock
during the break
bicycle trip
to Wisconsin
through Wisconsin
from Wisconsin
Scripto pen
writes in smoothe
firm
lines
across page
words
properly
spaced
writing
poetry
anything
freely
an attempt
at being
cohesive
fails
drop every f ew lines or so
to make
sense
touchtaste smell
most people forget
hear and see
take for granted
i am a poet
not a painter
because
i am left handed
6, 000 pieces slapped together
numbered one
through
thrity four
on the page
this does not make for
cohesion
although the page
does.
i do not see words falling
off the side or bottom

or a'!.:.__,
summ~

that this insane mass
of media and blood
cannot be what we are
looking for
the horiz one,
certainly
aren't westward anymore
the west iz gon e
the wind
haz now replaced
the radio
and time and space
iz an ordinary event
happenz every day
to everything
there iz a time & space
there iz no seazone
that iz perfect
the mirrorz
stolen: how m
of bad lu ck

ezen t
l, the original
ref erence must be
y typewriter
that way JIP

t

The "L" train paused
discharge passenge
moment efore it started up again used on
ow

. ,._..
~

TO THE "NO

~

"'IJiE LOOKS

·

HEAS

L~~

ON THE COVER'F
SO BEAUTIFUL,
· BUT SO UNREAL t-.
WITH EYES WIDE .
T NE VER SEEIN
'E 'RAVELS THRO
A HIGH SPEED,
SUBURBAN HAZE
NEVER TO
NEVER G
THER

•

at times i am
reminded of john Ashberry
mountains and rivers
f ields and flowers

s

With each step was a unity;
together walking, yet
inde
Our steps moved with a
although each m ·

ta tag
hort
a y ]Jowde
aby• •
od -ccmstitut
•
egnancy
although not vi

free,

•

beautiful.
And our eyll, some shining, many di
reflected
our secret feelings
'
yet hinted-,
e, share with me ...
life
but facing existence,
g in silence,
yet louder than any sound,

-ghtly slanted
_~;rranged in or
on... ~age
.
composed in such a .w°'1l.
as ,I f
· · 1'
1 •

....
-.

o:a
-~

'\

'continuoi'ls _.
•
but not completely finis
...
poem. •
·. .

•

un;ty ,,m,;~ · •

••

•

...

.,,
•
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Poem to the Pen
listen, you.
shut up.
I'm tired of your
gossip about myself.
like, don't lay all this
heavy bull
on me, not from you
cause you ain't nothin'
no high
like you 're rated
in the system of nothingness
as not there.

pages from a book
within
the other side
Back before
you 've been a killer
what is?
· who?
prisoners
tapes
this was the morning
at home
the feel
trite
play money
tonight
the wind
the snow
appropriately

no shit, sed the pen.
Effie Mihopoulos

VIEW FROM THE TRACKS
"I shall miss this place
when I go, " I told him.
And all the while the breeze
Was getting stronger.
From atop a dismal and damp platform
I could see a street of dark .and light.
A misty wind blew my hair,
And I tensed my body to brace it.

We ate
time
broke the bed
Swollen
head
breath covers
gushing milk
constructions made •here
beyond the loop

"Yes," he nodded never looking my way,
And together our gaze spanned a year
If not more.
"And all the people too,
I shall miss them and think of them,
But moreso the times. "
And street lights shone like twinkling stars
Through the light rain from the sky
And my eyes.

thinking
high salt seas

Winter
with you
Be awake
inside my head
we are involved
in the jungle
Winter.
last night
here comes
teeth
A little love
absence
hours,
a quick gettaway
and the All
the impression received
Ridges high in
the same man
Flying
across the clouds
Chicago
again
my teacher
you are
It was
precious dust
It surprises
something else
Civilizations sink into
the shoulders of men

I longed to be lake-side
Where the breeze would pierce my skin
As your body does my face.
"/ shall remember those times most of all,
Of a people with different tongues
In a place of one blood,
I will not forget you. "
I listened for the sound

The rigid
dreams
a U.S.
waiting
this mind
IV.
spring:
bright
city
union man
religion
rotted wood
Painting
picture post card
read all of life
see all of life
I celebrate puberty
late
imitate other beginnings
black men dance in a circle
black on white
on white

lam
my own
end.
Cathy Jones
march 72

That shook the metal pillars,
As I turned to see the growing glow
Of my approaching madness.
. "And I you," he said, "And I you. "
But I did not hear.
I was thinking of a place
A better place,
In a valley of falling green
Beside a lake of flowing white.
And as you are, with me here,
Together we would lay
On the brighter side of the sun.
I shall not forget your strange look
As I turned to go,
For the train had arrived.
All the feelings you felt for me
Were in your eyes,
And all the sadness of our lives
Waved to me goodbye.
From behind a water-stained window
In a weatherless world,
I bid farewell
To a piece of my life.
Pat Wegrzyn

31, March, 1972
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If we are
losing the
war against the
fe brile carnivorous
p olluters
then we must dismantle
them
it may get to the
point
where we must take
stronger measures
coming only from nonviolence
through nationally organized
nationally conspired
if you will
to please those of
the thought us
ants
and every 2 3
ants a conspiracy
even look at
con piracy
piracy
pirate
irate
race.

Photo by: Jack Challem

A cancer
analyzes the
mind of modern earth kid
Kman

Thoughts IV
4/2/71

and Twiggy too.
Kill the car?
Kill the cancer?

The Rack

Kill?

The must can the can
must
kill or be killed
is the saying
a cancer analyzes
the mind of modern earth
kid
Kman and Twiggy too.
A kid
drew large
aeroplanes
when he were
a kid
and airplanes
Boeings 747
were a kid.
Some people ...
I have tachistopic vision.
must a person b crazy
if he speaks to a mouse
a tree
an aborigine'!
Who is the judge
What is his right
How did he get his right to judge?
From where did the judge come
his right
his power
follow the hierarchy
resit the screw
resist the process
the progress
the profile
the co n pirate see.
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T~ey could lie down, arms and legs outstretched,
with ropes around their ankles and wrists or, for comfort, padding of some sort
to make the process - not quite so painfuL
And with each click there is movement
toward the ideal:
what the artist's sketch conditions us
to seek, and once we've found it,
we 'II love it for ever and
forever.
Bones do not really stretch
and people only cry in frustration
and anger, that the product they've been
paying for so long,
simply does not exist.
But I am deeply in love
with a black and white long, long, girl
with legs twice as long as her body proper,
(if bodies can be),
with a sad look that Pam used to don
only alot better somehow.
And she hangs from my wall and
I pay her obscene homage almost
every night.
And I don't care I
James Habel

Arnie Wolman

If I were a Gerad than
all of this would make more
sense and I could understand
what the Fe/lam is all
about - however because I don't
have the wisdom of a Gerad
the Fellam and past or previous
will probably never make sense
although I still for the most
part enjoy being jsut a
plain old Lamber with Maxi-thoughts
and Maxi-Questions and mini-answers.
perry M. tasky

TO ALL THE PLASTIC PEOPLE
No matter where they are
Or what they 're doing,
They all want to be "home. "
Home seems to be the last dream,
The forgotten horizon,
Everything will be all right
When they return back home.
They left their heart at home,
And home holds a priceless thing - memories.
For if you must remember far away
And there is no one there to .share it
It is sad,
It is not good.
Home is a beginning,
Home is an ending.
They want to come back 'cause they 're afraid,
They fear what they don 't know.
They want to be told that it's all right.
They want to hug,
And kiss,
And laugh,
And love
At ho me.
When they come home we will be happy
And hug them,
And kiss them,
And love them.
Every thing will be all right
When they return back home.
I'm coming home,
But you can't hug me
Or kiss me
Or laugh with me.
But love me, please
And put fl owers on m y grave.
Everything will be all right
When I return back home.
Pat Wegrzyn
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Lyric Tradition
for David Levy

OUT

Riot - bond in Doric
ionization reveled put and take in crystalized tower trumpets
receding daughter and bitch bored with
bones completion ingratious heaven looking
out on the road visible a strong-arm
spiral light covered with the beard of mother and lover smiling
heaven kissing frontal lobotomy or was it
a recollection repast? Did you eat there
or trying again to fast
slowly pressed on her stomach? Smiling written in the tombs and
her servants courted spear dwelt in magic
black Orisis incense past insensitivity
satori a nightmare in restraint transfigured
around the neck cut
but
trying He saw it tool! Now draped in pregnant abandon now not. only
his cannibal smiles, in that chair under the
mirror facing the music Le Roi David
under skin eyes moan so do
mine. Tathagata 's too-long attitude stone in shape galleries in
weight dark in fluid bagpipes cigars in
twice a year destitution later chanting
Veda's- Prajnaparamita in Excelsis Deo so
thick you can smell it pauses
invitation in bedroom kneeling northman civilization impact of
cut-off peninsula essence in trance to
African rhythms a strange world
good girls in knee-length sabres entrenched dog stares-badged
blue coat park waiting for doors to open
men to cry
Sivad Selim narration in embryo sacrifice coronation to sing
Oratorio, lyric Leningrad now Tangier
hearbeat stand, looking over asylum
abyss wrath of Tundra honor
Peace of mortality. moonbeams rectify unknown golden goblets
crash firing squat greet comic book
fantasy revolving entertainers to
emphasize the key.
His daughters desires has He seen them yet? graduate the east
behind cloud sit on circumstance pomp
and dairy free
of virtuous chicanery and orphans keep fit against the grain of
salt over the skipping scene
to compensate for stairways met on St. James Road to visit crying
infirmary and kiss the phantom load.

Many times one can be OUT
Baseball allows three
times to be OUT
Groups can make you feel OUT
Other times one can be said
to be way OUT
But, in life, is there a
way OUT
Yes, there are ways OUT
But none are a permanent way OUT
Except the one OUT of Death
AccefJt this idea and relax until then
perry M. tasky

IDENTITY
I
Neither President,
Nor apathetic.
I
Neither rich,
Nor poor.
I
Neither Superman,
Nor pushover.
I
Neither killer,
Nor victim.
I
Neither naturalist,
Nor computer.

I
Neither genius,
Nor blind.
I
Neither . .. ,
Nor ...
I
Man,
Who is
Complex,
Searching,
Faulty,
Changing,
But Loves.

John Przekota

II

Inside her glass eye a bleeding man sat revolving and
occasionally stopped in for a cup of soup
III

Conquest
doctor felt his albatross flee
organ absolved his
horn of plenty his
milk and honey testament

Clouds
Sor,nin -

, . gt.s
-',.:'

.-•·--·····

dissolved
on the street lost
his

~.· .

pushcart altar
delivers ash to his
forehead meat and
baron serene
JUMP he works drums
loves his joint
and beard
mud
and strung out
banged the gong again
even the shadow on
his broken stool didn't fit

·_- -- 27 ~
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Sunlight from
a tiled ceiling causes warts on
the minds of 'innocent men
if I could strike a match I'd
show you
a couple hiding under: my
table breathing old fumes
of oreos and
arsenic
with an occasional inoculous
shot of brandywine and a glimpse
of pantyhose. Brother,
to you I drink.
Art Lange

31, March, 1972
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Naniing ·t he Seienee Building

GUINEA PIG HALL?
In the March 3 issue of the
PRINT we asked for names to be
submitted for the new science
building, along with an explanation of why that person qualifies. The following were the
names submitted. Regrettably
some of the explanations had to
shortened in lieu of space, but
are available in their entirety in
Dean Zimme r man's Office.
Guinea Pig was nominated for
his outstand ing contrib utio ns to
experimental science, but declined t he honor. Please turn in your
choice to Dean Zimmerman's
Office E-218 no later than Friday, March 31st.

"The Nixon Administration's
Legislative Programs ...
Alternatives for '72"
Featuring
Frank Wilkinson
Executive Director
National Com. Against
Repressive Legislation
Sunday, April 9, at 8:00 pm
M.A.X., 2961 W. Tetei'son
(For more info. contact
Anita, RO 1-9100, ext. 74)

Term Papers, Dissertations

Dr. Ying-Cheng Kiang. Associate Professor of Geography, achievements in the . fields of geography, population and urban studies.
Successfully honors the ideals of Northeastern Illinois University its faculty, administration and students.
submitted by Richard Slupik, Russell Simmons, Larry Malinowski, Robert Kajfust
Dr. Anna Kummer (1899-1972) . Professor of Biology. She taught in
the Chicago Public Schools for 38 years. In 1948, Dr. Kummer
received her Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. In order to do this
she wrote a book Weed Seedlings, in it she illustrated, investigated
and identified over 3 hundred different weeds. She began teaching at
No rt heastern in 1951 when it was st ill Chicago Teachers College. She
completed her last year of teaching at Northeastern in 1968.
submitted by Bernice Zimmerman, Associate Dean of Students
and Nancy Beard

Dr. Johann Beringer (1667-1740), professor at the University of
Wurzberg. Dr. Beringer was an early paleontologist - a man who
studied "things dug from the earth," or fossils. In 1726 he published
his famous treatise, Lithographie Wirceburgensis. There are few
works in the history of science that transcend mere studies and
prove outstanding enough to be .called classics. Beringer's work is
certainly worthy of mention here not on content alone, but as a
guideline and a part of the intellectual background providing the
foundations upon which modern scientific methods were to be built.
submitted by The Earth Science Club ,

Linus Pauling (1901) , contributed to chemistry biology
and peace. He won two Nobel prizes in chemistry and one in peace.

John Desmond Bernal ( 1901 -1971) , renowned British physicist ,
natural ph ilosoph er, historian of science, and social critic, was o ne of
the great wor ld figures in 20th century science. He was notable for
his original contri butions to molecular biology ... He dedicated his
entire career to the synthesis of science and society. He passionately
believed in the social and educational mission "to the people" which
urban institutions of higher education around the world were to
fulfill.

submitted anonymously

submitted by William P. Moore, dir. of program center

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600), with the recent publication of
Frances A. Yates' book Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition
scientists have had to re-evaluate the influence which this Renais~
submitted anonymously
sance Man had on the intellectual and scientific atmosphere of the
sixteenth century. Certainly as a key figure in the Hermatic
Peter G. Speltz (1941-1968) . He became an instructor at Northmovement, Giordano Bruno contributed immeasurably to the atmoseastern Illinois State College in 1963 and at the same time ,
phere which exploded into the scientific revolution of the Sixteenth
commenced work on a doctorate in physics at the Illinois Institute
and seventeenth centuries.
of Technology. He was an outstanding student and teacher, receiving
submitted by Gary Encinas, F.A.
an NSF fellowship at I.I .T. commencing September 1967. Because
of the terminal nature of his illness he refused the honor and elected
Nicolaus Copernicus ( 1473-1543), propounded the hel iocentrical
to spend the remaining months of his life at NISC .
theory which revolutionized planetary astronomy and laid the
submitted by Jay Katzman, Learning Service, A. Pldalsky, and fundation stone for modern developments. After prolonged studies
Orv Goke, Learning Service
at the universities of Cracow, Bologna, Rome, Padua and Ferrara can
be said to have been in possession of all the knowledge of the day in
Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862). He was the first convermathematics, astornomy, medicine and theology. The first man to
sationist. Known as a writer and his great love and underrealize we are not the center of the universe, but only an
standing of the out-of doors. Conservation is total concern for the infinitesimal part of it. Naming the Science Building after him would
whole environment, and would rightly serve as the back ground for be a fitting tribute to this great man on the 5000th anniversary of
the integration of the various departments of the new science his birth.
building.
submitted by Mark A. Myslinski
submitted by Susan Jacobson
Joans Salk (1914being recognized.

. Man who conquered polio without

a

Theses typed
50¢ per page
Mrs. Cohen
Evenings, 338-5242

How do we
love you
Book Nook
e-47
8:30- 3:30 Monday- Friday

Let us Count the ways:
Notebooks
Looseleaf Paper
Envelopes
Art Supplies
Stationery

Used texts
Pens (all types)
Markers
Date Books
Greeting Cards
Art Reprints

Tape
Glue
Locks
Legal Pads
Rulers

and we love our Baby too •••
the Service Desk
in front of the auditorium
8:00 - 8:00 Monday - Thursday
8:00 - 5:00 Friday
Alka Seltzer
Anacin
Bayer
Bufferin

Chapstick
Contac
Combs

Excederin
Listerine
. Kleenex

Newspapers
Magazines
· Pens

Sinarest

Pencils

Sucrets
Film
Film processing

Reinforcements
Tape
Glue

Thomas Crapper (
?
) Thomas (rapper's ideas
and invention s contributed immeasurably to t he general health well
being and co mfort of modern society. His inventi o ns and 'their
impact on the Twentieth Century certainly qualify him as a
humanitarian scientist and inventor, par excellence.
submitted by Gary Encinas, F.A.
Mme Marie Curie (1867-1934) , the co-discoverer of radium and
pllonium. Nobel prize winner for physics in 1903 and for chem istry
in 1911. The first woman to have been awarded it, and the first
person to have been awarded it twice. Laid the foundations for
much of the later research in nuclear physics and chemistry.
submitted by Elizabeth (Ziminski) Myslinski
Curie Hall . The following students would like to name the new
science building Curie Hall, after the great chemists, Pierre and Marie.
They revolutionized the scientific world with their relentless work in
the field of chemistry. Also by naming it after a woman and a man
there will be no sex discrimination.
Submitted by : Pat Mikos, Ken Gaughan, Debbie Gross, Gregory
Pfeiffer, Roerta Rosenfild, Dave Ukleja, Renee Greco, Debra Du
Rietz, Carol Donatelfe,. James Uchwat, Linda Rimke, Steve Coy
Cl_audia Mullikin, Craig Brenner, Debra Mingle, Marie Popp, Conni~
N1copoulos, Cahrles Spear, Margaret Kelly, Mary Berg Louise
Aleksiewicz, Donna Morese, Lynn Blucker Janet Bennett ' Darlene
W_ice, Diane Langenin, Marsha Telecky, janice Berman, ' Jeanette
N1etzold, Therese Stubits, Paula Wander, Nancy Kersjes, Joyce
Pomeraning, Jan Rickoff.

Albert

Einstein

(1879-1955), submitted

by

George

Kline

Dr. Charles R. Drew {1904-1950), world famous Black medical
scientist, developed the blood plasma theory and blood bank that
saved countless thousands of lives. The gentleman himself died from
lack of blood transfusions. Born in Washington D.C., attended Mc
Gill Medical College and Howard Medical School.
endorsed by Print columnist, Eugene Barnes (Humambo Rafiki)
Asa Gray (1810-188~), Professor of natural history, Harvard,
1~42-1888, was essentially the father of botany in North America.
His textbooks such as Lessons in Botany and How Plants Grow made
botany a popular science in the United States and Canada. Gray's
numerous technical papers spanned more than half a century . ..
Gary promoted development of all fields of botany, and he was
amon~ the _first to sponsor in North America the concept of
evolution as interpreted by Charles Darwin.
submitted by David S. Duczinski, Biology Major
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music

by Mary Pat Britton

by DANA MENTGEN
Erg. I'm at a loss for words on this one. Humble Pie 's new release,

Smokin' is, well,heavy, to use a wornout phrase. But I can't think of

" Bad Taste Night" at Northeastern is comi ng,
Tuesday, April 4th in the auditorium, a real groovy
flick , The Pit and the Pendulum PLUS all your
favorite cartoons will be shown at 7 :30 p.m. for a
mere admission price of nothing, film is free.

another word to describe an album that grabs you by the shoulders
From Edgar Allan Poe's short story, The Pit
and shakes you with its sound .
and the Pendulum, has evolved a literary hair-raiser
Humble Pie has some new tricks up its collective sleeve this time second to none . Set in the 16th century , John
around. Steve Marriott does some keyboard and harmonica playing, Kerr in search of his sister, stumbles into a dark
besides guitar and his sandpaper-scream vocals. Clem Clempson is the foreboding Spanish castle, where the mad Vincent
new Pie lead guitarist, who also does vocals and keyboards. Greg Price has her imprinoend in a coffin. In his
Ridley is still on bass and vocals, along with Jerry Shirley on drums. attempts to find her he gets entangled in the
" Hot 'n' Nasty " starts side one, with Marriott whooping and
screeching around his organ runs. Clempson churns it up with some dungeon with the Pendulum and other "refinements" of the Spanish Inquisition including an iron
nicely-done wa-wa guitar, and Ridley puts down a bass track that maiden , the rack, stocks, wall entombment crypts, red hot pokers and the towering Pendulum itself. A
shortened the life of my speakers by two years, I fear . " The Fixer" real terror story in the true Poe tradition . Don 't miss it!!!
just sort of knocks you down and rolls across you , with Clempson's
and Marriott's guitars snarling in your ears and Shirley's cowbell-accented drumming pounding on your frontal lobes. " You're So Good
To Me " is quieter and softer, with some fine harmony and acoustic
guitar and piano backing. "C'mon Everybody" is an old Eddie
Cochran rock'n'roll number, which drives like crazy, as any old
rock 'n'roll number should . "Old Time Feelin"' is Delta-style blues,
ala Rev. Gary Davis. Lots of slow, lazy bottleneck guitar, tinkly
by ART LANGE
The Newman Student Center
piano, and waily harmonica. A good cut, though about 1½ minutes will sponsor several activities
too long.
All poets who would like their work publ ished in this column
during Holy Week .
Side two begins with "30 Days In The Hole," which is the real
On Good Friday at 12:00 should turn in the poems into the PRINT office, E-214. Mark
standout on the album. (To me, anyways.) Marriott 's voice screams noon, a service will be held in "Reaction" on it, and please try to have it in early in the week. So
and slashes against Clempson's Leslie guitar, Ridley 's thumping bass, the B-Lounge at Northeastern, far not too many poets have responded . Please feel free to do so, all
and Shirley 's double-time drumming. Some pounding piano and commemorating the suffering students are encouraged to write someth ing.
Marriott's absolutely surly-sounding harmonica make this song shine. and death of Jesus Christ.
This weeks poem is by Ray Ryan ,
" Road Runner" is a Holland/Dozier/Holland song, done up right,
On Holy Saturday riight,
with Marriott doing some rocking organ work and Shirley clanking a starting at 10:30, the Easter
multitude of cowbells. "I Wonder" is standard slow 12-bar blues, Vigil Service will be celebrated.
GE OLO GY
that contact has been made.
again a bit too long, but a good song for showing Clempson's skill on · This service, too, will be in the
Bodies continental
guitar, as his fingers fly with amazing speed and control along his Newman Center.
A nd though this movem ent
All, students, faculty , and seemingly timeless
guitar neck. His brilliant lead work here should prompt a lot of other
an d this contact means th eir
guitarists to sell their equipment. " Sweet Peace And Time " ends side staff, are welcome to any or all of in their movem ents,
des tru ction, who are we,
move ments they themselves
two, Marriott's and Clempson 's guitars screaming at each other, and the services. Please come.
as m ere observers,
are unaware of
Ridley 's bass rumbling like a subway train beneath ones feet .
to infor m them of th eir
If red-hot, savage rock is what you want, Humble Pie 's Smokin'
Th ey are drifting
danger?
delive rs.
ever so slowly
Or worse yet
"RINGS WITH EXCITEMENT! STRONGLY and have m et each other,
to prevent it?
they are unaware however,

Holy

W eek
Services

KLAL
Yetlws

KLAL YIS ROEL, the Jewish
club on campus, is growing zaftik with activities.
During the SPRING BREAK,
they will go to Camp Chi in
Wisconsin . T his will be from
April 14-16. It is being sponsored by College Out Reach. Accommodations are very nice.
There are woods to hike thru,
fields to play in, and people to
meet. The guest speaker will be
Dr. Bob Mendelsohn . His topic
will be: " Is Judaism Viable in
America?" and "A Re-I nterpre
tation of Jewish Views on Birth
Control and Abortion." There
will also be singing and dancing.
Call Fl6-6700 x421 immediately. Reservations are limited.
Cost: $12.00.
On April 23, 1972, the Chicago Jewish Youth Council is
having a walk for the Israel
Emergency Fund. The concept
of the walk is the same as that of
the hunger hikes. The walk is 20
miles long - what exercise!
KLAL would like its own contingent - we believe in togetherness. The walk card tells the
whole story. For walk cards and
further info on how you can
help, call :
Michele Wachovsky
674-1219
7:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Not enough news to keep you
going? Then stay tuned: KLAL
will keep you informed.
SPECIAL MESSAGE : KLAL
WISHES THE JEWISH COMMUNITY A HAPPY PESACH !
M. Wachovsky

reactions

MOVING! SEE IT!" - HOLLIS ALPERT . Sat urday Rev iew
WINNER OF

6

TERM PAPER DEPOT, Leadin g Dist ributor of Research and

ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDI NG BEST PICTU RE!
COLUMBIA PICTURES ,..,...,

FRED ZINNEMANNS '"" or

A.JL4N
FORALL

Term Papers in t he Mid-West.
Send $1.50 for descri ptive Catalog of over 1,500 topics or if
you're in calling distance we can discuss your needs by phone,
Original papers written to your specification by professional
staff writers.
1540 N. State, No. 3A, Chicago, 60610, (312) 787-6376

SEASONS

"""' ,.,. .,., °' ROBERT BOLT
IGJ-:....~=--1 TECHNffiffi'

i..li
·• /

NOW! exclusively at these theatres
COLONY • •be CORONET • HIGHLAND PARK • HYDE s.PARK 2
59th & Kedzie

Hilhland Park

Evanston

5238

Harper

LAKE SHORE • •be NORTOWN • ,.. PORTAGE • YORKTOWN CINEMA 1

GIANT HAMBURGERS
~

64 Oz. Pit~he, ol Millet'1 Bee, t2.IS
LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACES

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins, HARVEY
WALLBAHGER, Screwdriver,
Bloody Mary or juice, &
coffee or tea ... only $1.95

• PE A NUTS IN THE SH E LL
• COCK T AILS
& HOT DRINKS

PLAYBOY

"Prices For The Student's Budget "

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open from Lunch t,11 2A M 7 Dav, a Week• AMPLE FREE PARKING

For group rate information,
phone 944-3435 after 2 P.M.

THEATER

1204 N. Dearborn • Phone 944-3434

evenlsful
friday
12-1
8 p.m.

31
b-lounge
aud

"a good day to die"
newman services
"a man's a man"

saturday
8 p.m.

aud

aprille fooles
" a man's a man"

monday
all day
3 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
9 p.m.

3
a-lounge
gym annex
It
aud

april
photo exhibit
fencing club
history workshop film
"she stoops to conquer"

tuesday
all day
10 a.m.
7: 30 p.m .

4
a-lounge
aud
aud

april
photo exhibit
" bag it"
pit & pendulum cartoon nite

wednesday
10 a.m.
11-5 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
8 p.m.

5
aud
b-lounge
It
aud

april
"bag it"
handicraft & exhibit sale
history workshop film
band concert

thursday
1-3 p.m.
2 p.m.
4, 5 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
8 p.m.

6
aud
portable west
portable east
a-121
aud

end of passover
honours convocation
civil service commission
film: the tenement
lecture
opera workshop

friday

7

last print

PRINT needs
writers!

SEE US AT E-214

hujambo
rafiki

memos
HONORS CONVOCATION
HONOREES

.. ji-om Ni>:niu. It is he/i,•,·ed to .1.rn1holi~e Unity .

by Eugene Barnes

BLACK
.... . Brother Lorenzo Clemmons, "stay on the case!"
. . . . .What It is, that most historical of Black Life Dramas, which
seeks Slip'n Into Darkness? Are we, who are the decendants of roal
viable African cultures, jest Talking Loud And Saying Nothing? Have
we all acquired the western attribute of, I'm A Greedy Man, in the
context of so much Day Dreaming? We must understand that One
Monkey Don't stop No Show and we can control the urge of Gimme
Some More. Our destiny has rid'n on Fire And Water for 3x100 plus
years. So it must be mapped out all, some and a few of us, as to how
we intend to Rock Steady.

RED
.
. Though the majority of us maintain a bondage which is
uniquely ours we are varied from this bondage by growth, fam ily,
geography, education, beliefs, and life styles of experiences: this in
turn provides us with, what is presently considered a Family Affair.
Adding to this climate has been myths of subtraction that make us
ask What's Going On. When we know that the Psychedelic Shack, is
a figment of some business enterprise that is out to 'rip' of the Son
Of Shaft, and Wantu Wazuri as well. Diasporia has influenced and
imposed an immeasurable hassel of rank 'b' upon our character as a
culture that has contributed and holds much more to contribute to
existing knowledge as has been verified by us who are labeled
'tokens, Toms, church going n - , and revolutionary Blacks.
By whose measure must we continue to be related to for ethnic
approval? None, I dare say. We have allowed the hand of faded fate
to opportunize. But then, the hand of faded fate has opportunised
upon itself to an unbelievable degree, quiet as it has been kept. We
must continue to be brothers to each brother and sisters to each
sister and know it this way to be so. It has been said that the days
ahead can be like sink'n sand but we can walk on solid ground, if we
but understand where and how its coming from.

If you are attending Honors
Convocation and have not yet
been measured for cap and
gown, please see Mrs. Zimmerman as soon as possible. Regalia
can be picked up April 5, Wednesday, 1-5 p.m. at E-128 .
Also, if you have not received
your 3 invitations for your
guests who are attending Honors
Convocation, please see Mrs.
Zimmerman.
GRADUATION:
(April, 1972)
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.

,. ·
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.
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Now you can experience it,
hear it, live it as never before.

THE CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH
ERIC CLAPTON· BOB DYLAN · GEORGE HARRISON • BILLY PRESTON
LI-ON RUSSELL· RAVl SHANK AR· RiNGO STARR · KLAUS 'vQORMAN
HORN •JIM KELTNER

GRADUATION: FACULTY
If you are attending graduation be sure you have notified
Mrs. Zimmerman's Office.
FACULTY:
Have you submitted your
name to our office if you are
attending Honors Convocation?
STUDENTS:
Have you been measured for
cap and gown if you are attending Honors Convocation?

******
A three day period of Renewal will be held this week at the
Newman Center for any interested students. The retreat begin s
Thursday evening, will resume
Friday evening at suppertime,
and will be held off and on all
day Saturday. If you wish to
attend, or wish further details,
please call the Center at
583-6109. The Center is located
at 5450 N. Kimball.

([J.\~ ~~!;l~~l~XlsJlM

IG]

Oireded by Saul Sw im me r · Froduced by G eo rge Horri\on an d Allen Klein
Musi, Rttcording Produ ced by Georg e Ha rr;son and Phi l Spector Technicolor•
oppl•/lOth ,entvry- Fox ,eleos• [ Ori9iMf S..... T.,,.k Aniloblo o;_ A ~ - ~ - ]

STARTS THURS.
MARCH 30th

11tcVicl<ers
MADIS0NnearSTATE

782-8230

. . . . . Presently, Black awareness fosters direction into a
circumference of 360 degrees within ourselves. Dig it!! It travels the
longitude and latitude of the hearts and souls of Black folk, young
and old. We must protect it, preserve it, love it, develope it and save
it. 'It is us.' Black hummanity or humanity of color is not lost. We
can dig What It Is, cause we have paid an inhumane debt in the
process of coming and being here , in a society that has moved from
the horse and buggy to unclear space crafts, in a society that remains
or tends to be bigoted bais, and bodaciously indignant openly and
undercover, to people of color and to people of a lower social strata
who are white as well. The Black Political Convention, that recently
met in Gary, Indiana, was a creation by positive Black folk, fostered
by the varying unfullfillments of the laws of the land that
discenchants minorities and some wh ites too, toward something
more representative of the needs of the oppressed folk. All Bl acks
people of color may (as it rides on the wing) merge to deal with the
"capital mania," and the way it deals on them . Will t ime tell? Kwa
heri wantu wazuri na rafiki.

******
On Holy Thursday evening,
the Eucharist will be cel ebra ted
together with a "Love Feast.''
This will be held at the Newman
Center, 5450 N. Kimball Ave.,
beginning at 7:00 P.M. Reservations must be made beforehand
by calling 583-6109.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN

STUDENTS

If you are attending graduation, please be sure you have
been measured for cap and
gown .

GREEN

.
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***** *
Applications and photographs
have been received for the coming week 's photo exhibit and
contest. Frank Hazelwood, Eva
Gierauszk iewicz and Bob Hollinger have helped bring this about
for your enjoyment! Be sure to
come to the A LOUNGE during
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday
of next week - April 3rd to
view the exhibit.
The COMMUTER CENTER
ACTIVITIES BOARD is sponsoring this event and wil I award
a 1st prize of $25.00, 2nd
$15.00 and 3rd prize of $10.00.
The judges will decide who these
students are during the exhibit.
This is an event not to miss.

******
On April 5, 1972 between 11
a.m. & 5 p.m. Mr. Erl Jo hnson
will be in the B Lounge exhibiting and selling PRINTS . .. He is
returning after his first successful show last semester and wel comes all studen ts, faculty, staff
and whole classes to come on
Wednesday.
If you have any questions
concerning this program please
contact CCAB , rm 205N on
EXT 501 . See you there!

CCAB

"eat it with a knife & fork '"
II1

·s THI C~)

APRIL

3 - 16

!<ENNYROCERS a
Tff E FIRST EDITION
COMING APRIL 17 - DAVID STEINBERG

visit our (J)li' tntdish dining room

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
OPEN MON-SAT 11:00 A.M . • SUNDAY 2:00 P.~1.

Chicago 's .
Internationally
Famous
Supper Club

•

··

1026N . Rush
943-2233
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100's OF GUITARS!
Folk • Classic • Electric
NEW ANO USED S14 and up
Headquarters for Mortin, Guild, Gibson
Epiphone, Fender, Gorcio, Yomoho

w~t

&nuuh

Eagles Sweep Season
Opener

Just

1322 O.i- Aw.
Evanston

On Monday, March 27, the
baseball team traveled to Greencastle Indiana, to open their
LINE SCORE
1972 campaign against DePauw
University. It was cold and wet
1. UNI
022 000 0 441 2. UNI
0211220892
out, but the elements didn't
DePauw
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
DePauw
OO 1 0 2 0 0 3 5 1
seem to slow down the "Big
Gold Machine" as they swept
Kanen-, Lamirand (6) and Miller Madura, Steinman (6) and Miller
both ends of a double-header, by
Onermen, Scott, Erikson, and Bennett Scott, Walker, and Dedaker
scores of 4-0 and 8-3.
Homeruns- Nowinski {UNI)

STATISTICS

The opener was highlighted
by the superb pitching of Bob
(Doc) Kanen and "Airfield" Al
Lamirand. As Bob and Al held
DePauw to a mere 2 hits the
Eagles pushed 2 runs across in
the second and third innings.
The offensive punch was supplied by Tom Rockwell and Terry Juliar.
In the nightcap Wayne
Madura combined with Al (The
Barber) Steinman to hold DePauw in check while the Eagles
exploded for eight runs highlighted by Bob Nowinski's opposite field homerun. The Eagles
were paced by run procfucing
singles off the bats of Glenn
Tobiaski, Ed Miller and Bob
Jelen.

Children in
Action
On Friday, March 17th, the
student teachers of the Physical
Educ. Department produced the
program, CHILDREN IN ACTION . Of the twenty eight student teachers, twelve brought to
UNI the children and activities
they have been teaching. There
was a total of 332 participants in
the program.
The morning consisted of
tumbling, skills, parachute routines, floor hockey, volleyball
and grab soccer an d marching
drills.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

6½ room apartment. Deluxe, central
air cond, 2 full baths. 2 blocks north
of Bryn Mawr. Call 267-8251 before
3 p.m., after 9 p.m., all day Friday.
Ivory-color Spanish lace wedding
gown with train . Headpiece and veil.
Real good buy . Size 10. Call Ke
9-3576.
Wanted : Exp. bass player for 3-piece
rock group. Must be serious, talented
& funky. We have 7 yrs. exp. each &
we have gigs coming up. Call soon:
Tom, 878-2861 .

Am possibly going to Colorado or
Los Angeles during semester break
(April 15-30) in a Drive-A-Car. Need
help driving? If interested, call Barbara, 463-7425.

Two people really together, lau&hing,
loving, looking for tomorrow.
See for your,elf our selection of
quality rings.
To assure your s,llisf~tion we will

Things getting your head messed up?
Call Lifeline, 743-5800.

exchange or rtfund full value.
You won't be hassled at Hollands .

LP. record albums. Stereo and Hi-fi.
Hi-fi portable record player and
stand. Record holders • cheap. Call
Ke 9-3576.

Are you going anywhere formal? If Painting and carpet cleaning. Call Joe
so, why not wear a beautiful, lacey Pusateri , 685-0720.
garter? They come in all colors and
even BRIDAL garters are available. FREE 2½ mo. mixed terrier puppy,
For more info, call Sophie Wilk, male, needs gooi:t home. Call David
889-7193. To see samples of the after 10 p.m., 769-5973.
styles and colours, contact Sue in
carrel 141, Mon . 9-10 :30 a.m., Friday, 9-noon.
Wedding dress for sale. Great for
Spring Bride. Size 10. $90 or best
offer . Call 583-4050 ext. 223 from
8-4 p.m. weekdays or see Barbara on
4th bloor ·in Beehive (English dept.)

FINE JEWELERS FOR 61 YEARS

•

IVIIIGIIIIN

119 N. WABASH

•

LAKIHUMT

3447 W. Peterson
Five Minutes From School

Term papers - any subject. WorldWide Research, Inc. Call 528-4448,
11 a.m . - 7 p.m.
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TAPES - $3.49
BUY 3 GET 1 FREE!
Store
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The program was very big
success. Student teachers and
their products are to be congratulated. Also, Than k You
Mrs. Petty for making the program possible along with all
those that helped out.

CODE

CODE

j o "'___

The student teachers and
schools involved were :
Lynn Ross : St. Monica School
James Dejulio: Canty Elementary
Richard Baffa : Glen Grove Elementary
Mary Riesen: Our Lady of Ransom
Robert Wilken : Our Lady of
Ransom
Norbert Pabich : Schiller School
Carol Lindseth: Union Ridge School
Barb Wischnia: Union Ridge School
Vesla McNerney: Gray M. Sanborn
School
Patrick Paese: Un ion Ridge School
Nadine Buchholz : St. Monica
School
Helle Remmet : Locust Juni o High
School

WOODFIELD

TAPE TOWN

Wanted to borrow, buy or rent: John
Lilly's "Programming and Meta Programming in the Human Biocomputer". Call Jim, 8-2 p.m. ext. 546,
5-9 p.m. 724-7620.
Poster made to order. See Pat Galinski, 4th floor desk, or call 293.

•

M-F

Sat.
Sun.

Hours :

10-1 0
10- 6
11- 6

